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	250+ Ready-to-Use, Powerful DMX Queries


	Transform data mining model information into actionable business intelligence using the Data Mining Extensions (DMX) language. Practical DMX Queries for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008 contains more than 250 downloadable DMX queries you can use to extract and visualize data. The application, syntax, and results of each query are described in detail. The book emphasizes DMX for use in SSMS against SSAS, but the queries also apply to SSRS, SSIS, DMX in SQL, WinForms, WebForms, and many other applications. Techniques for generating DMX syntax from graphical tools are also demonstrated in this valuable resource.

	
		View cases within data mining structures and models using DMX Case queries
	
		Examine the content of a data mining model with DMX Content queries
	
		Perform DMX Prediction queries based on the Decision Trees algorithm and the Time Series algorithm
	
		Run Prediction and Cluster queries based on the Clustering algorithm
	
		Execute Prediction queries with Association and Sequence Clustering algorithms
	
		Use DMX DDL queries to create, alter, drop, back up, and restore data mining objects
	
		Display various parameters for each algorithm with Schema queries
	
		Examine the values of discrete, discretized, and continuous structure columns using Column queries
	
		Use graphical interfaces to generate Prediction, Content, Cluster, and DDL queries
	
		Deliver DMX query results to end users



	Download the source code from www.mhprofessional.com/computingdownload
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Schaum's Outline of Trigonometry, 4ed (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Get a firm grasp of trigonometry with this simple-to-use guide! It can help you pump up your problem-solving skills, ace your exams, and reduce the time you need to spend studying. Students love Schaum's Outlines! Each and every year, students purchase hundreds of thousands of the best study guides available anywhere. Students know that Schaum's...
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Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and ProcessesIGI Global, 2003
“Virtual teams” is one of the many hot topics in business these days. But unlike a fad, virtual teams appear to have staying power. Their use in organizations is growing in concert with globalization, the rise of the knowledge worker, the need for innovation, and the increasing use of information and communication technology (ICT)....
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Grouped: How small groups of friends are the key to influence on the social web (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	The web is undergoing a fundamental change. It is moving away from its current structure of documents and pages linked together, and towards a new structure that is built around people. This is a profound change that will affect how we create business strategy, design, marketing, and advertising. The reason for this shift is simple. For tens...
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Theory and Design of CNC Systems (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2008


	CNC controllers, working as a brain for manufacturing automation, are high valueadded

	products accounting for over 30% of the price of machine tools. CNC technology

	is generally considered as a measure of the level of manufacturing technology of

	a nation, and is currently led by major advanced countries such as USA, Japan, and...
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Pattern Classification (2nd Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	"The first edition of this book, published 30 years ago by Duda and Hart, has been a defining book for the field of Pattern Recognition. Stork has done a superb job of updating the book. He has undertaken a monumental task of sifting through 30 years of material in a rapidly growing field and presented another snapshot of the field,...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to PersuasionAlpha, 2009

	Get your way ? the smart way.

	

	Persuasion is the art of changing the way people think, feel, and act through the use of language. The Complete Idiot?s Guide® to Persuasion provides strategies for the readers to master the art of persuasion in a positive manner. By using time-honored tools of communication,...
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